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Abstract: In this paper, we first present some intrinsic point
wise property for the real part of interval transfer function family 
evaluated along the imaginary axis, and then provide a simple direct 
proof of the eight-vertex result on strict positive realness of the inter
val transfer function family. One salient feature of our approach is 
that all the results are obtained directly from Kharitonov's Theorem 
on robust stability of interval polynomials. Some illustrative exam
ples are also provided. Based on our discussion, a Kharitonov-like 
result can be established for the stronger version of strict positive 
realness of the interval transfer function family. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of strict positive realness of a transfer function plays an important 
role in absolute stability and adaptive control. The strict positive realness of a 
family of tmnsfer functions, i.e. each transfer function in this family is strictly 
positive real , is very useful in robustness analysis of uncertain systems . This 
problem was first treated in Dasgupta (1987), and in Dasgupta and Bhagwat 
(1987) , where it was shown that the strict positive realness of an interval trans
fer function family can be guaranteed by checking only sixteen prescribed vertex 
transfer functions . Chapellat et al. improved this result and proved that the 
strict positive realness of an interval transfer function family can be ascertained 
by the same property of only eight prescribed vertex transfer functions in this 
family, Chapellat (1991) . This result is remarkable since it reduces the ver
ification of the strict positive realness condition over infinitely many transfer 

1 Supported by Alexander von Humboldt Foundation of Germany. Dedicated to Professor 
J. Ackermann on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday. 
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functions in the interval family to the verification of the same property over 
only eight transfer functions, irrespective of the order of the transfer function 
family. In what follows, we first present some intrinsic pointwise property for 
the real part of the interval family evaluated along the imaginary axis, and then 
give a simple direct proof of the eight-vertex result. One distinguishing feature 
of this approach is that all the results are obtained directly from Kharitonov's 
Theorem on the robust stability of interval polynomials, Kharitonov (1978). 

2. Main results 

A polynomial p(s) is said to be stable, which is denoted by p(s) E I-I, if all its 
roots lie within the open left half of the complex plane. 

A proper transfer function ~~:\ is said to be strictly positive real , which is 

denoted by ~ E SP R, if 

1) q(8) EH 
2) ~p(iw) > 0 Vw E R 

q(.Jw) ' 

Consider the n-th order real interval polynomial family 

r = {p(s) I p(s) = t (jiSi ) rJi E [qi ) qtJ ) i = 0, 1, ... ) n} 
t=O 

and define the four real Kharitonov polynomials as 

K1(..,) = q0 + q!s + qts2 + q;ts3 + q;js4 + qf:s5 + .. . 

J( 2 ( 8) = rJd + q{ s + rJ2 82 + q:; .53 + qt 84 + qt 85 + .. . 

K3(s) = rJd + q!s + q;;s2 + q;ts3 + qts4 + qf:s5 + · · · 

K4(s) = q0 + q{ s + qts2 + q3s3+ q;j84 + qts5 + .. · 

LEMMA 2.1 (Khar-itonov's Theor·ern for- the Real Inter-val Polynomials) 

Now consider the first order complex interval polynomial family 

re= {p(s) I p(s) = (ro + fto) + (r1 + jt1)s, 
ri E [ri , riJ, tiE [ti , tiJ, i = 0, 1} 

and define the eight complex Kharitonov polynomials as 

K{(s) = (r0 + jt0) + (r! + jtt)s 

Kit>)= (rci + jtci) + (r{ + jtl)s 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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K;t(s) = (rci + jt0) + (r;:- + jt;:-)s 

ICi(s) = (r0 + jtci) + (ri + jtf)s 

K!(s) = (r0 + jt0) + (ri + jt;:-)s 

K:;(s) = (rci + ftci) + (r;:- + jtf)s 

K3(s) = (rci + jt0) + (ri + jtf)s 

K,j(s) = (r0 + jtri) + (r1 + jt;:-)s 
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(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

LEMMA 2. 2 (Kharitonov 's Theorem for the Fir·st Order Corn.ple:r Inte-rval Poly
nom.ials) 

p(s) EH, \lp(s) Ere~ Kt(.s), Ki-(s) EH, i = 1, 2,3,4. (17) 

LEMMA 2.3 Consider the transfer· function ~- For any .fixed w E R, sv.ppose 
q(.jw) # 0, then 

~p((~w)) > 0 ~ q(jw)s + p(jw) EH 
q JW 

(18) 

Proof: For any fixed w E R, since q(jw) # 0, the polynomial q(jw )s + p(jw) has 
a fixed order. Namely, q(jw)s + p(jw) is a first-order polynomial with complex 

coefficients. Its unique root is - ~g~j. Hence 

q(jw)s + p(jw) EH ~ ~ (-p(iw)) < 0 
q(.Jw) 

~ ~p(iw) > 0 
q(.Jw) 

(19) 

This completes the proof. • 
Note that Lemma 2.3 is important in its own right. It provides a connection 

between the strict positive realness condition and Hurwitz stability of a first
order complex polynomial. A similar result holds for H 00-norm of the strictly 

proper, stable transfer function ~~:\, i.e., the small gain condition 11 ~~~oo < 1 

is satisfied if and only if, for any fixed w E R, the first-order complex polynomial 
q(jw )z + p(jw) is Schv.r· stable. 

Now consider the interval transfer function family 

{ p, (s) ( ) } T = -(-) I p,(s) Er,' Jlv s E rv 
Pv S 

(20) 

Where r,, , r V are 1?.71.- th, 17.v-th order real interval polynomial familieS reSpeC
tively. 

Denote their Kharitonov polynomials &'i K;'(8), i = 1,2,3,4 and K [ (s), 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. We have 
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THEOREM 2.1 Fo'f' any .fixed w E R, suppose Pv (jw) i- 0 ) '<~Pv ( s) E r V • Then 

Pn(jw) . 
lR-(-. -) > 0, '<lp,(8) E f,, , '<lpv(8) E fv 

Pv JW 

Ki'· (j w) K2'· (j w) 
{===} lR K~(jw) > 0' lR Ief(jw) > 0' 

K3'(jw) ](~'(jw) 
lR KI(jw) > 0' lR ICj(jw) > 0' 

lRKi'(jw) Cl lRICj(jw) Cl 
K3(jw) > ' IQ(jw) > ' 
K3'(jw) K4'·(jw) 0 

lR ICj(jw) >Cl' lR I(!(jw) > · 

Proof: First note that, for any fixed w ~ 0 and p,(s) Er,., we have 

lR](~'(jw) = l)(](~· (jw) :S: lRpn(jw) :S: lRK~(jw) = lRK3'tiw) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Thus, the set {p,(jw) I p,,(s) E r,} is an interval complex number (level rect
angle) on the complex plane. Similarly, the set {Pv(jw) I Pv(s) E f v} is also an 
interval complex number (level rectangle) on the complex plane. 

Let 

Now by Lemma 2.3, we have 

Pn(jw) ( ) lR-(-. -) > 0, Vp,(s) E fn, '<lpv s E fv 
TJv JW 

{===} p,(jw) + Pv(jw)s EH, Vp,(s) E f,, '<lpv (.s) E fv 

r0 = lRK~'· (jw) = lRK~'(,jw) 

r ci = lRK~· (j w) = lRK3'· (j w) 

1.+ 0.·](" ( . ) 0.·]("· ( . ) ' 0 = ~f 2 .JW = S 4 .JW 

r1 = lRKf(jw) = lRK~(jw) 

ri = lRiq(jw) = lRK3(jw) 

·t - 0.·](V ( · ) 0.·]'/V ( · ) ' 1 = S . 1 .JW = ::S '\.3 JW 

ti = SX~ (jw) = S'KX (jw) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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Then by Lemma 2.2, we have 

p,(jw) + Pv(Jw)s EH, 'VIJn(s) E f,., 'Vpv(s) E fv 

~ Ki'(jw) + K4(Jw)s, K;'·(jw) + K3(Jw)s, 

J(~'(jw) + Kf(jw)s, Kl'(jw) + K~(jw)s, 
Ki'(jw) + K3(Jw)s, K;'·(jw) + K'4(jw)s, 

J(~'(jw) + K~(jw)s, K4·(jw) + Kf(jw)s E H 

Again by Lemma 2.3, we get the desired result. 
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(33) 

When w < 0, note that p, ( s) , Pv ( s) arc real polynomials, thus fJ11• (jw) (or 
Pv(Jw)) and fJ,(-jw) (or Pv(-jw)) arc mirror images with respect to the real 
axis. By similar arguments we can reach the same conc:lusion. • 
EXAMPLE 1 Suppose a E [a- , a+j, IJ E [IJ- , u+j, c E [c- , c+j, r1 E [rl- , rJ+j, 
and (0, 0) FJ. [c-, c+] x [rl-, ri+]. For a ll possible a, b, c, rl, how can we guarantee 
the following inequality 

ac + brl > 0 (34) 

(which can be regarded as one of the conditions in the corresponding Hcrmite
Biehlcr root-interlacing theorem for stability of complex polynomials.) From 
the theory of interval analysis, we know that we need to check all the sixteen 
vertices {a-, a,+} x {b- , IJ+} x {c-, c+} x {rl-, rl+}. In order to use the result 
of Theorem 2.1, we first notice the following equivalence 

a,+ jb 
ac + brl > 0 ~ ~ --. i > 0 

c+ JG. 
(35) 

Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we only need to check the following eight inequalities 

THEOREM 2.2 (Chapellat et al.) 

p, ( 8) ( ) ( ) -(-) ESPR, 'Vfl, s Ef,, 'Vpv s Efv 
flv S 

Ki' (s) K2'·( s) K?,'·(s) ICt(s) 
~-- -- -- --

K4(8) ' K(j(s) ' Kl'(s) ' !(2(.~) ' 

Ki'·(s) K2' (s) K3' (s) K4'(s) E SP R 
K(j(s) ' IC4(s) ' I(2(s) ' Kl'(s) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 
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Proof: Necessity: Obvious. 
Sufficiency: Since KJ(s) E I-I, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by Lemma 2.1 , we have Pv(.s) E 

I-I, Vpv(s) E fv. This also guarantees that p11 (jw) -=f. 0 , Vw ER, Vp11 (.s) E f 11 • 

Since the eight vertex transfer functions are strictly positive real, for any fixed 
w E R, the real parts of these t ransfer functions evaluated at jw are greater 
than zero. T hus, by T heorem 2.1, for any fixed wE R, we have 

Pn(jw) 
3{-(-. -) > 0, Vp,(s) E fu. , Vpv(s) E fv 

Pv JW 

Therefore, we have 

p, (s) ) 
- ( - ) E SPR, Vp,,(s) E fn, Vpv(s E fv 
Pv S 

This completes the proof. 

( 41) 

( 42) 

• 
REMARK 2.1 Pmrn. the pTOoj of Theor-erns 2.1 and 2.2, we see that the eight 
C'ritical ver-tices in Chapellat 's theo'f'ern. co·rne fmm the eight first order cmnplex 
Khar·itonov polynomials. 

REMARK 2. 2 Theo'f'em 2.1 Teveals a pointwise pmpe'f'ly j oT the inter-val tmns
fer- functions evaluated along the imaginar·y axis (the quotient of two complex 
inter-val number-s). 

REMARK 2.3 In the p'r'oof of TheoTem 2.1, a veTy special case of Kha'f'itonov's 
Theo'f'ern, i.e. the case of the .fi'f'st O'f'de'f' complex inter-val polynomials, has been 
TesoTted to. If KhaTitonov 's Theo'f'em. can be im.pmved fo ·r low-o'f'der- com.plex 
polynomials (in the rml coefficients case, Khar-itonov's TheoTem. can be sim.pl~fied 
joT low-o'f'der- polynomials, see AndeTson, 1987}, then Th.eoTem.s 2.1 and 2. 2 can 
fm·the'f' be im.pmved. 

EXAMPLE 2 Consider the interval transfer func:tion family 

[3, 0]s + [-7, 0] 
[5, 8]s + [1, 2] 

( 43) 

Suppose w = 1. It is easy to verify that all the eight critical vertices have 
positive real parts at this frequency. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we know that 
every transfer func:tion in this family evaluated at w = 1 has a positive real 
part. Note that T heorem 2.2 does not apply in this case since some transfer 
fnnc:tions in this family, like ~=+~, are not strictly positive real. Similar results 
can be shown for the following transfer function families: 

[-2, 0]s2 + [3, 0]s + [-2, 7] 
[2,4]s5 + [3,4]s+ [1,2] 

[2, 3]s9 + [1, 2]s + [- 7, 0] 
[- 3, - 2]s3 + [3, 5]s + [1, 2] 

(44) 

( 45) 
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REMARK 2 .4 Motivated fmrn networ-k theoTy, a slightly stTongeT definition for · 
stTictly positive Teal tmnsfer- fnnction is as follows, Ioannov. and Tao (1987): 

A tmnsfer· fv.nction G(s) of the complex vaTiable s = u + jw is positive Teal, 
if 

1) G(s) is Teal for- r-eal:; 
2) ~G(s) 2 0 for- all ~[s] > 0 

( 46) 

Assnrne that G(s) is not identically zem for- all s. Then G(s) is str-ictly 
positive r-eal, if and only if G(s- E) is positive Teal joT some E > 0. 

An eqnivalent chamcter-ization of the str-onger- str-ictly positive r-eal tmnsfer
fnnction is as follows: 

A ssnrne that G(s) is not identically zem for- all s. Then G(s) is stTictly 
positive r-eal, if and only if 

1) G(s) is analytic in ~[s] 2 0 
2) ~G(jw) > 0, Vw E (-oo,oo) 

lirnw2 _, 00 w2~G(jw) > 0, 
3) [' · 10G( · ) 0 d I' G(.iw) 0 11Ilw2 _, 00 :tl JW > an liil[w[ ->oo ---yw > , 

wher-e n* is the Telative deg·ree of G(s) . 
A ss1;.rn.e that G(s) is of the following fonn 

G(s) = ans"' + an-1Sn-1 + · · · · · · + a1s + ao 
bn+1:;"'+1 + bn811 + · · · · · · + hs + l!o 

n * = 1 

n* = - 1 

(47) 

(48) 

wheTe a11 =1- 0 , bn+ 1 =1- 0. Then, it is easy to veTify that condition 8) is eqnivalent 
to 

( 49) 

Alter-natively, assnrn.e that G(s) is of the following fonn 

(50) 

wheTe a 11+1 =1- 0, bn =1- 0. Th en, it is easy to ver-ify that condition 8) is eqnivalent 
to 

(51) 

By similar arguments, we can establish strong Kharitonov-like results for the 
stronger version of strict positive realness of interval transfer function family. 
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